Challenging environmental
conditions have met their match.
3M™ Air and Vapor Through Wall Flashing Tape 3015TWF

Save time and hassles with 3M™ Air and Vapor Through Wall
Flashing Tape for your through wall flashing and damp proof course
applications. It features an aggressive, high tack acrylic pressure
sensitive adhesive that does not require primer on most surfaces.
Easy-to-handle rolls allow it to be applied in just one step by a
single applicator—helping to reduce labor time by up to 20%.

0 to 150°F

Application temperature

Let’s Build Smarter.

Adheres

to damp surfaces

Ultra Tough

Puncture & abrasion resistance

Benefits
• Specially designed for use as a through wall flashing
and damp proof course

• Acrylic-based adhesive sticks to a wide range of
building materials—concrete, metal and wood

• Helps reduce labor time by up to 20%—easy-to-handle
roll allows one-step application by a single worker

• No primer required—pressure sensitive adhesive
technology eliminates the time and materials usually
required for applying air barriers

• Hot and cold temperature application—apply in
temperatures 0° to 150°F (-18° to 66°C)
• Designed to withstand wear and tear—exceptional
puncture and abrasion resistance

• Adheres to damp surfaces
• UV resistant up to 24 months

Extended temperature 
range increases production

Works in
all weather

Tough enough
to take it

• Productivity in all conditions. Application
temperatures from 0° to 150°F (-18° to 66°C).
• Service temperature range from -40° to 240°F
(-40° to 116°C).

High-tack acrylic adhesive
sticks to damp surfaces that
have not absorbed water.

Get the exceptional puncture and
abrasion resistance you need to help
ensure successful air barrier installations.

3M Industrial Adhesives and Tapes Division
3M Center, Building 225-3S-06
St. Paul, MN 55144-1000
Phone 1-866-513-4026
Web 3M.com/airbarrier
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Warranty and Limited Remedy: 3M warrants that each 3M product meets the applicable 3M product specification at the time 3M
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3M will not be liable for any loss or damage arising from or related to the 3M product, whether direct, indirect, special, incidental, or
consequential, regardless of the legal or equitable theory asserted.
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